It’s approaching. Asia’s most anticipated event for responsible and sustainable business transformation
convenes at CSR Asia Summit 2018 in Hong Kong on 18-19 September 2018.
This year’s conference brought to you by CSR Asia, an ELEVATE company, centres around Transparency,
Integrity and Impact—the foundations of high performing, responsible organisations.
At CSR Asia Summit 2018, you will join 500 regional practitioners and thought leaders to
• Develop effective strategies for sustainability, risk prediction, impact measurement and integrating the
SDGs into your strategy in a world that is rapidly changing
• Prepare for disruptive technologies and legislation affecting transparency and trust
• Capitalize on emerging opportunities and latest developments vital for your competitive advantage
• Enjoy a new supply chain stream on the latest developments in responsible sourcing in Asia, which
incorporates the focus of the ELEVATE Leadership Series events previously held in Hong Kong
Business, government and civil society representatives are invited again to co-create Asia’s leading summit
tackling global trends in responsible business practice and specific regional opportunities.
Register today for the CSR Asia Summit 2018 to benefit from early bird pricing and stay on top of transformative
change and impact in our industry.
Programme Highlights – CSR Asia Summit 2018
Welcome and Keynote
Leadership Panel
Day
1

Day
2

Business Strategy & Transparency

Supply Chain Integrity & Innovation

Emerging Issues and Impact

Women in the Workplace: Asian
Perspective

Global Trends in Responsible Sourcing
2018

Fixing a Broken Food System:
Drivers of Change in Asia

Sustainability Storytelling in the
Digital Age: The Future of Reporting

Worker Engagement Technology: Test
Worker Engagement Survey Tools

Climate Resilience:
Addressing the Business Risks

The Rise of the Responsible
Consumer: Trends to Watch in Asia

Modern Slavery
North Korean Workers
Unauthorised Subcontracting

Fake News? Impact and
Responsibility of Social Media

Aligning Commercial Objectives with
Achieving the SDGs

Social Insurance
The Employer Pays Principle

Plastics: The Good, the Bad,
the Ugly

Sustainable Finance – Separating
Myth from Fact

Environment and Chemical
Management, Analytics and Impact
Evaluation

What is Your Social Impact?
How to Evidence Effectively

Closing Session
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Business Strategy and Transparency: Modern Slavery and disclosure legislation as well as the SDGs are
increasingly requiring transparency and due diligence. However, business driven sustainability cannot be
legislated; it demands the right approach to strategic planning and skills development.
Supply Chain Integrity and Innovation: From disruptive technologies to product individualisation, the pace of
change in supply chain management is unparalleled. Keep up and learn from pragmatic sessions with subject
matter experts and actionable takeaways.
Emerging Issues and Impact: From food production to waste management crisis and social media—regional
and global developments will impact your business. You need to understand your responsibility and impact.

Leading companies and organisations who have attended or sponsored CSR Asia Summit

“Having recently arrived in Asia, the CSR Asia Summit afforded me the perfect opportunity to learn about
the latest trends & best practices on sustainability & corporate social responsibility in this part of the world”
+ Executive Director of Group Corporate Affairs Nestlé (Malaysia)

Sponsorship opportunities available for key partners
Ready to showcase leadership and achieve high brand visibility before, during and after the Summit through a
value-add sponsorship? For further details about limited sponsorships, please visit here or contact the CSR Asia
Summit Team at summit@csr-asia.com.
Summit Venue
Kowloon Shangri-La, 4 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui East,
Kowloon, Hong Kong T: 852 2721 2111
Enjoy five-star luxury in the heart of Tsim Sha Tsui. CSR
Asia Summit offers discounted room rates while
quantities last.
Book here using the discount code: CSR170918
Register today for the CSR Asia Summit 2018
“The whole event was thoroughly enjoyable, a great learning experience, the networking opportunity was
valuable, enabled collaboration and was overall thought provoking.”
+ Compliance and Ethics Manager, Big W Australia, (Woolworths Supermarkets) Factory
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